UNIFI DAO is developed by Sesameseed, a multi-chain digital asset staking community which started as Capital, Waterdrop Capital, Skylink Capital, BlockArk, CRC Capital, Cabin VC, and several others. Four major exchanges, Binance, MXC, Bibox, and HBTC, have all invested in the Unifi Protocol ensuring adequate token distribution and liquidity. Other investors include Chain Capital (Polkadot, EOS, Algorand, OmiseGo, ælf) Signum Capital.

ROADMAP

UNIFI GOVERNANCE

UNFI tokens can be obtained by staking UNFI and delegating using up.delegates.com.

TOKEN ALLOCATION VESTING SCHEDULE

Over half of the total supply of UNFI tokens are distributed and locked in the UP/UNFI Ecosystem Incentives for Liquidity.

Features and Highlights

Adding liquidity incentives to the Unifi Protocol helps extend the protocol's DeFi ecosystem.

Team

Unifi Protocol is led by a lead developer, software engineer with 8+ years of experience, and a community enthusiast.

Additional Resources

Medium: https://medium.com/unifiprotocol

Partners and Investors

Sustainable Unifi Utility

Introducing new ways to create value for all.

Unifi Protocol was developed to be a decentralized ecosystem that can attract millions of users constantly bridging them all to the existing cross-chain trading. This includes bridging protocols for developer and cross-chain DeFi economic integration. The Unifi Protocol is designed to provide developers with functional DeFi building blocks linking multiple blockchains together into one large DeFi marketplace. uTrade is the working proof-of-concept for harnessing multi-chain and multi-platform liquidity mining to power UNFI, Unifi’s multi-platform liquidity mining ecosystem.

The Unifi Protocol DAO is a group of non-custodial, interoperable, decentralized, and multi-chain Global Governance Model drives the formation of entire communities rewarding Proof of Stake.

Unifi utility is leveraged in a fair, transparent, and inclusive economy that provides sustainable Unifi utility and cross-chain DeFi economic integration.

The Unifi Protocol was developed to be a decentralized ecosystem that can attract millions of users constantly bridging them all to the existing cross-chain trading. This includes bridging protocols for developer and cross-chain DeFi economic integration. The Unifi Protocol is designed to provide developers with functional DeFi building blocks linking multiple blockchains together into one large DeFi marketplace.